
SECOND MORNING RITUAL

Ritual for Speaking
At your leisure, browse one of the following:

a. A library
b. The WWW
c. Facebook 
d. Cable/satellite TV

When you tire of browsing, walk alone for a mile in the direc-
tion of nothing.

Avoid speaking.

After at least one mile, walk back in the direction you came.
Visualize the open space behind you.

Take the first song that comes to mind and put it in the open
space. Follow the song into the open space. When you are
completely inside, wait.

Who has the song in the open space become?

Speak to her.
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THIRD MORNING RITUAL

Coffee Ritual
Insert two fingers into a beehive. Lick one of them, then pack
them both with dirt. Wipe off the whole mess into an empty
coffee can.

Insert a hickory stick into a fire ant colony. Plunge it deep and
grind. Grind the little fuckers some more. Remove the stick
and kick the mound into the wind. Scrape whatever clings to
the hickory stick into the coffee can.

Insert the hickory stick into a crawdad hole. If he grabs on,
pull him out and put him in a plastic bag. Scrape the mud off
the stick into the coffee can and drop in a tablespoon of wet
coffee grounds.

Bait a trout hook with red salmon egg. Fish until you catch a
speckled trout.

After dusk, put some water on to boil in the coffee pot.

Take a flashlight and the plastic bag to the river. Let the craw-
dad go. Watch where he runs. Catch a dozen more.

Drop the crawdads in the coffee pot. Dump in a bunch of salt.

Wrap the trout in foil and cook him in the coals.

Eat the crawdads, then the trout.

Throw the shells, fins, skin, and skeleton into the coffee can.
Pour a cup of salt water from the coffee pot into the can.
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Dump the coffee pot and wash it in the river. Put on a pot of
coffee to boil.

Drink coffee.

Drop a nightcrawler into the coffee can. 

In the morning, bury the can until ready for coffee again.
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